was born Caroline Helena Wilkinson on 11. 1875 in rural Brampton, Ontario, Canada to William and Mary Wilkinson. Frank and Caroline Armington returned to Paris in 1905 for formal training at the A number of her etching were displayed in the 1913 Salon of the Société Frank Milton Armington - Meditation - Art of the Print The work was completed over a further two-year period by Nancy Parke-Taylor, entitled, Caroline and Frank Armington, Canadian Painter-Etchers in Paris. Caroline and Frank Armington: Canadian painter-etchers in Paris by. Welcome to Our AbeBooks Store for books. Ive been selling books for long and have achieved more than 99 positive feedback on eBay and amazon.com. Caroline Armington, a Canadian artist in Paris Archives @ PAMA Buy Caroline and Frank Armington: Canadian painter-etchers in Paris by Janet Braide ISBN: 9780969427407 from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices Caroline Armington Biography Annex Galleries Fine Prints 30 May 2016. Janet Braide and Nancy Parke-Taylor, Caroline and Frank Armington: Canadian Painter-Etchers in Paris, Art Gallery of Peel, catalogue, Caroline and Frank Armington: Canadian painter-etchers in Paris Caroline and Frank Armington: Canadian painter-etchers in Paris. Janet Braide Caroline Armington Frank Armington Nancy Parke-Taylor Art Gallery of Peel